
Y11 Eng. Language Lessons – T2 Week 10 
T2 Week 10 
Lessons 1&2 

Learning intention: To begin developing learning resources for key vocab in this AOS. To 
develop the way we approach scrapbook style responses. 
  
Success Criteria: I can… 
 Learn strategies for improving scrapbook style responses by writing one for 

submission 
 Develop a resource for key vocab to discuss the change of the English language 

  Writing practice - continue work on piece started last class 
 Purpose is to develop abilities to write quickly and well. 

  
Scrapbook style response advice 
 Analyse language in piece, use metalanguage to do this 
 Analyse argument being made in piece (if it is relevant) 
 Discuss the broader issue this falls into about language 

  
Developing  a resource 
 Look at metalanguage list and readings 
 Choose some 
 Define, provide examples 
 Discuss how/why this is important to consider for this unit 
 Relate to other relevant metalanguage that you have learned already 

  
PREP -  
 Pre-read pages 148-161 on the standardisation of English and phonetic changes 
 Work on glossary 
 Catch up with any overdue PREP 

Lesson 3 Learning Intention: To develop the ways we respond to pieces discussing the change of 
language for our scrapbook responses. 
  
Success Criteria: I can… 
 Develop a short response to the assigned article 

  Scrapbook style response advice 
 Analyse language in piece, use metalanguage to do this 
 Analyse argument being made in piece (if it is relevant) 
 Discuss the broader issue this falls into about language 

  
PREP -  
 Complete resource on key metalanguage words 
 Pre-read pages 161-173 on changes to English over time and take notes 
 Find a sample of an older version of English (the textbook refers to Beowulf a lot 

as an example, try to find something different) 
 Work on glossary. 
 Complete a scrapbook response of your own. 

 


